Hydrogen-bonding network at the cytoplasmic region of a light-driven sodium pump rhodopsin KR2.
Light-driven sodium-pumping rhodopsins are able to actively transport sodium ions. Structure/function studies of Krokinobacter eikastus rhodopsin 2 (KR2) identified N61 and G263 at the cytoplasmic surface constituting the "Ion-selectivity filter" for sodium ions, while retinal Schiff base acts as the light "Switch and Gate" for transport of sodium ions. Q123 is located between the two regions, and plays an important role for the pump function, which was implicated by functional, spectroscopic, X-ray crystallographic and computational studies. According to the atomic structure of KR2, Q123 is involved in the hydrogen-bonding network at the cytoplasmic region, together with S64, protein-bound waters, and peptide carbonyl of K255 bound to the chromophore. To gain the detailed structural information around Q123, here we compared light-induced difference Fourier-transform infrared (FTIR) spectra at 77 K between the wild-type (WT) and mutant proteins of KR2, such as Q123A, Q123V, and S64A. The obtained spectra were very similar between WT and these mutants, whereas the observed mutation effects enabled us to identify vibrations of the hydrogen-bonding network at the Q123 and S64 region. This is unique for KR2, not for the corresponding mutations in a light-driven proton-pump bacteriorhodopsin (BR). Hydrogen-bonding alteration is absent for the mutants of KR2, suggesting that proper inter-helical connectivity of helices B, C, and G is important for protein structural changes for sodium-pump function, which is controlled by the region around Q123.